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Abstract— During animal development, complex patterns of
gene expression provide positional information within the em-
bryo. To better understand the underlying gene regulatory net-
works, the Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project
(BDTNP) has developed methods that support quantitative com-
putational analysis of three-dimensional (3D) gene expression
in early Drosophila embryos at cellular resolution. We intro-
duce PointCloudXplore, an interactive visualization tool that
supports visual exploration of relationships between different
genes’ expression using a combination of established visualization
techniques.

Two aspects of gene expression are of particular interest: (i)
gene expression patterns defined by the spatial locations of cells
expressing a gene, and (ii) relationships between the expression
levels of multiple genes. PointCloudXplore provides users with
two corresponding classes of data views: (i) Physical Views
based on the spatial relationships of cells in the embryo, and
(ii) Abstract Views that discard spatial information and plot
expression levels of multiple genes with respect to each other.
Cell Selectors highlight data associated with subsets of embryo
cells within a View. Using linking, these selected cells can be
viewed in multiple representations. We describe PCX as a 3D
gene expression visualization tool and provide examples of how
it has been used by BDTNP biologists to generate new hypotheses.

Index Terms— interactive data exploration, three-dimensional
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE development of animal embryos is largely controlled

by complex networks of transcriptional regulation. In

the earliest stages of embryogenesis, a handful of genes are

expressed in relatively simple spatial patterns. Over time,

these expression patterns become increasingly complex as

genes cross-regulate each other and modulate the expression

of additional genes in a combinatorial manner. This complex

interacting regulatory hierarchy ultimately determines the fate

of each cell in the developing embryo [1]. A primary goal of

the BDTNP is to computationally model these transcriptional

networks. To accomplish this, it is essential to measure levels

of gene expression in every cell throughout the embryo over

time.

The BDTNP has chosen development of Drosophila
melanogaster as a model system to explore the formation of

gene expression patterns. The basic Drosophila body plan is

defined during blastoderm stage when the embryo is still mor-

phologically simple. The great wealth of existing knowledge

about the regulatory interactions and pattern formation of the

Drosophila blastoderm make it an ideal model for analyzing

genomic regulation of complex patterns. This project has

developed a suite of methods (Section 2) for extracting quan-

titative measurements of spatial gene expression at cellular

resolution from imaging data, providing information about the

locations of all blastoderm nuclei and associated expression

levels of a select set of genes [2], [3]. This results in a compact

computationally amenable representation of gene expression

patterns, called PointClouds, which require efficient means to

visually explore these data. PointCloudXplore (PCX) serves

this purpose.

PCX is based on two simple, well-established and powerful

basic principles. Multiple views (Section IV, Section V) make

it possible to show different data aspects without being over-

whelmed by the high dimensionality of PointCloud data. Each

view emphasizes different data properties, and the interplay

between views makes detailed data analysis possible. The

second basic principle is called Cell Selection (called Brushing

in Information Visualization) and linking (Section VI). Cell
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Selection refers to the ability of a user to select data associated

with particular groups of cells in any View. Selected data

parts (i.e., the Cell Selections) are then highlighted in all data

displays. In this way, all views are linked together, making it

possible to identify visually which parts of the data in two

different views correspond.

Views available in PCX are divided into two groups: (i)

Physical Views and (ii) Abstract Views. Physical Views (Sec-

tion IV) use information about the volume and position of cells

(defined here as a nucleus plus the surrounding cytoplasm) to

display expression patterns on different representations of an

embryo. Gene expression values are visualized in these views

either by Color Intensity or by Expression Surfaces (surface

plots like available in MATLAB and other data analysis tools).

Color can be used on either two- or three-dimensional Physical

Views to support qualitative analysis of gene expression values

and the identification of spatial expression patterns. Expression

Surfaces use dedicated surface height plots defined over two-

dimensional representations of the embryo to provide a more

easily distinguishable quantitative representation of gene ex-

pression data.

Abstract views (Section V) show the quantitative relation-

ships between multiple genes’ expression in one or all cells

of the embryo without showing spatial relationships between

cells. We describe two Abstract Views: 2D/3D Scatter Plots
and the Cell Magnifier (a 2D bar graph plot). 2D/3D Scatter

Plots provide a global overview of different genes’ expression

levels as a function of each other. The Cell Magnifier allows

a user to display expression levels of many genes in a

particular cell. A description of a third Abstract View, Parallel
Coordinates, is provided elsewhere [4].

While all these techniques are well-established in visualiza-

tion and widely available in programs such as MATLAB, our

integrated system has applied and adapted them specifically

to 3D gene expression data. This has made the data more

accessible to working biologists who are generally not trained

in computational environments such as MATLAB.

II. BACKGROUND: GENE EXPRESSION AND DATA

VISUALIZATION PIPELINE

A Single PointCloud file contains information about the

x, y, z location of each nucleus in an embryo, the nuclear

and cytoplasmic volumes, and the relative concentrations of

gene products (mRNA or protein) associated with each nucleus

and surrounding cytoplasm [2], [3], [5]. To generate this data,

embryos are labeled typically with two fluorophores to detect

two gene products and with a third one to detect the nuclei.

Embryos are imaged using a confocal microscope, and images

are processed to detect all blastoderm nuclei and measure the

fluorescent intensities of each gene product in the nucleus

and in apical and basal parts of the nearby cytoplasm. For

simplicity, in the remainder of this paper we generally refer to

the measured fluorescent intensities as gene expression levels,

assuming that the two are closely correlated. See Luengo

Hendriks et al. [2] for further discussion.

Because it is critical to compare the relationships between

regulators and their many target genes in a common co-

ordinate framework, a set of Single PointClouds is registered

into one or more Virtual PointClouds using both morphol-

ogy and a common reference gene to determine correspon-

dences [3]. It is not experimentally practical to obtain the

expression of more than a few genes in a single embryo, due to

the limited number of different fluorophores we can spectrally

distinguish as well as the difficulty in adding multiple labels

to embryos. However, a Virtual PointCloud contains averaged

expression levels for many genes mapped onto the nuclei of

one of the embryos in the set or onto a set of virtual nuclei

representing a Drosophila blastoderm. PCX is used for visu-

alization of both Single PointClouds and Virtual PointClouds.

III. PREVIOUS WORK

Linking multiple views for the visualization of high-

dimensional data sets is an established concept in information

visualization [6]. For example, Henze [7] proposed a sys-

tem for exploring time-varying computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) data sets that uses multiple views (called Portraits in

his paper) displaying a data set and various derived quantities.

Users can perform advanced queries by selecting data subsets

in these portraits. The concept of multiple views was also

used in the WEAVE system, where a combination of Physical

Views and Information Visualization Views (the equivalent of

our Abstract Views) allows exploration of cardiac simulation

and measurement data [8]. Both of these systems use linked

views to define features in a data set by refining queries based

on brushes, which are equivalent to our Cell Selectors, being

highlighted subsets of the data. Doleisch et al. formalized

the concept of defining features via queries using Informa-

tion Visualization Views and utilizing logical operations to

combine several brushes [9]. Piringer et al. [10] and Kosara

et al. [11] introduced a variety of enhancements to 3D scatter

plots, improving depth perception and perception of the sample

distribution in all dimensions. Our visualization tool was also

inspired by GeneBox [12], which uses scatter plots to visualize

results of microarray experiments.

IV. PHYSICAL VIEWS: VISUALIZING SPATIAL

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN GENE EXPRESSION PATTERNS.

Overview

Physical Views use a 3D embryo model, or different 2D

projections of this 3D model, to convey a sense of the spatial

distribution of gene expression on the blastoderm. There are

three Physical Views in PCX: (i) 3D View, (ii) Orthographic
View, and (iii) Unrolled View. Each view has its strengths

and weaknesses in presenting aspects of gene expression

patterns. The 3D View provides the most spatially flexible

representation of the embryo; the Orthographic View simulates

the 2D views of embryos that most biologists are used to; and

the Unrolled View allows expression in all blastoderm cells to

be most clearly seen at once, even though the 2D cylindrical

projection it employs distorts spatial relationships, especially

in the termini. All three views use color intensity to show

expression levels analogous to the way staining was used to

reveal gene expression levels in the original embryo. The 2D

views in addition allow graphical Expression Surfaces to be

used to portray relative gene expression levels.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. 3D View (a). Each cell of the embryo is represented by either a
sphere (b) or a polygon in a Voronoi-like tessellation of the surface (c).

Fig. 2. Orthographic projection views show an embryo along its body axes.
The projections shown are of the ventral (V), dorsal (D), anterior (A), posterior
(P), left (L), and right (R) views of the embryo.

3D View

The 3D View utilizes a 3D model of the embryo, which

a user can rotate, pan, and scale to obtain an overview of

the entire embryo (Fig. 1(a)). Cells can be represented in

two ways in this View: as Spherical Cells (Fig. 1(b)) or

Polygon Cells (Fig. 1(c)). In the Polygon Cells View, a surface

composed of polygonal faces, each of which corresponds to

a detected nucleus, represents the embryo. These polygons

form an approximate Voronoi tessellation of the blastoderm

surface and have a visual appearance similar to that of cells.

The blastoderm surface is assumed to be a two-manifold

(i.e., a locally flat surface) and polygon size depends on

the distribution of cells on the embryo blastoderm. Using

spheres, cells can be shown in embryos with more complex

morphological structures that do not form a two-manifold

surface. The size of each sphere is chosen relative to the

nuclear volume of the cell it represents, as opposed to the

polygon size, which is based on internuclear distances (nucleus

and cytoplasm).

Orthographic View

Traditionally, biologists have studied expression patterns

from photomicrographic images from defined views, e.g.,

ventral, dorsal, or lateral view, of the embryo. To simulate

these familiar views, we provide Orthographic Views.

To generate Orthographic projections, we first identify the

anterior/posterior (A/P)-axis of the embryo as the smallest

eigenvector of the inertia tensor of all cell locations. This

eigenvector is equivalent to the axis with the smallest moment

of inertia and determined by eigendecomposition of the inertia

tensor. We currently determine an embryo’s dorsoventral (D/V)

orientation manually, based on known expression patterns, and

store this information as meta-data in each PointCloud file.

These parameters can then be used to rotate the embryo into

a standard pose.

Once the embryo is represented in a standard orientation, we

“split” the embryo along its body axes, and project the halves

orthographically to allow a user to gain a global overview. For

example, if the left/right (L/R) axis is chosen, the halves are

projected away from the split and the two resulting images, an

outside view of one side and an inside view of the other side,

are shown. This process can be performed analogously for

each body axis, see Fig. 2. Our tool displays one of these three

possible projections at a time: dorsal/ventral, anterior/posterior

or left/right.

Unrolled View

While orthographic 2D projections along body axes provide

an overview of the entire embryo, the resulting views are

“split” into two “sub-views” (e.g., the left and right sides of the

embryo) making it difficult to examine patterns that reach from

one side of the embryo to the other. In addition, information

at the edges of orthographic projections is compressed. To al-

leviate these shortcomings, the Unrolled View maps the entire

Drosophila embryo continuously to a plane using cylindrical

projection [2], [4] (see Fig. 3). Prior to gastrulation, nearly

all the cells in the Drosophila blastoderm lie in an ellipsoidal

monolayer surface. We “unroll” this surface by the following

process: A standard orientation of the embryo is used as in

the Orthographic View and the embryo is surrounded with a

cylinder whose axis is aligned with the embryo’s A/P-axis. All

detected cells on the blastoderm surface are then projected

onto this cylinder. The resulting surface is then cut along a

line corresponding to the dorsal midline of the embryo. This

process yields a continuous mapping of the embryo surface to

a 2D plane and allows users to trace expression patterns over

the entire embryo.

Visualizing Gene Expression via Simulated Staining

In acquired images, stain brightness indicates the relative

expression levels of detected gene products within an embryo.

PointCloud data contains corresponding expression informa-

tion of one or more genes, and this information can be

transferred into the graphical representation of the embryo.

Users select a subset of genes and the color of a simulated

“fluorescent stain” for each gene.
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Fig. 3. The Unrolled View uses cylindrical projection to map the entire embryo to a 2D plane.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Gene expression patterns are mapped onto the iconographic cell representations as color. (a) shows the expression of three genes ftz (red), eve
(green) and hb (blue). Here, each combination of expression levels maps to a unique color. In (b) and (c) two additional genes, sna (yellow) and tll (pink),
are shown on the embryo. Mixed colors are no longer unique. In (b) most ventral cells are yellow (red and green at full intensity) since snail (sna) expression
is mapped to yellow. Consequently, adding more red or green for fushi tarazu (ftz) and even-skipped (eve) stripes does not change the mixed color. In (c) the
brightness (i.e., a global weight for each color) is decreased to show variation in the “overexposed” yellow and white regions on the ventral (lower) side of
the embryo. The yellow sna pattern no longer corresponds to maximum red and green intensity. Thus, the ftz and eve stripes become visible in the formerly
“overexposed” region.

The choice of a color model for effective data visual-

ization has been studied extensively [13], [14]. Considering

the advantages and disadvantages of different color models,

and the specific objectives for our visualization methods, we

decided to use the HSV model for rendering. We use the hue

(i.e., the actual color such as red, blue, green or yellow),

and value (i.e., the color brightness/intensity) dimensions in

an HSV color space to encode gene identity and expression

level respectively. This representation allows the user to select

manually a set of colors that can be easily distinguished by by

specifying a single hue value for each gene. It is then possible

to choose independently the brightness of a color according to

the expression level of the corresponding gene. If more than

one gene is expressed in a cell, we calculate a color at the

appropriate brightness for each expressed gene and mix the

resulting colors to obtain a color for the cell.

Fig. 4 shows the staining patterns for either three genes (a)

or five genes on a 3D View (b, c) . If no more than three genes

are of interest to the user, it is advantageous to choose staining

pattern colors from red (with a hue of 0◦), green (with a hue

of 120◦) or blue (with a hue of 240◦), the three basic colors

of the additive red-green-blue (RGB) color model, which is

used to display colors on the screen (Fig. 4(a)). These colors

allow each combination of expression levels to map to a unique

mixed color. Furthermore, this choice of colors corresponds

to the display of three-channel confocal microscopy images,

which are usually displayed as red, green and blue components

of an RGB image.

If expression levels of more than three genes are of interest,

colors are no longer independent in the RGB color model.

Thus, a given mixed color can be obtained by more than one

combination of gene expression levels, see Figs 4(b) and 4(c).

Moreover, it becomes possible to have “overexposed” cells

due to the way colors are mixed in the RGB color model.

The intensity of each component is represented by a real

value ranging from zero (no contribution of this component) to

one (component at full intensity). A cell color is obtained by

adding all individual color components for all selected genes.

If any given sum component exceeds an intensity of one, it is

clamped, i.e., it is set to one. This behavior is visible on the

ventral (lower) side of the embryo shown in Fig. 4(b).

To avoid overexposure, the user can specify a global weight

for all expression pattern contributions. This weight, ranging

from zero to one, is multiplied with all expression level colors

before they are mixed. Choosing a smaller weight can be

thought of as reducing the exposure time of a photograph.

All colors become darker and thus colors need to be clamped

less frequently. For example, Fig. 4(c) shows the same genes

as (b), but with a smaller display weight. Aside from manual

definition of the described global weight, PCX also provides

an auto exposure function that automatically sets the global

weight to an appropriate value, i.e., the minimum weight such
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that no cell has a color component exceeding a value of one.

The intensities of expression patterns can be further altered

by thresholding of measured fluorescence intensity values. For

each gene, we provide the user with a histogram that plots

the number of cells in which specific fluorescence intensities

were measured. These histograms are overlaid with minimum

and maximum cutoff values and sliders that allow the user

to alter the threshold for each gene separately. When a user

changes the maximum and minimum thresholds, information

is provided on the percentage of cells that are below the min-

imum threshold (i.e., cells that are displayed unstained), the

percentage of cells that are above the maximum threshold (i.e.,

cells that are displayed with maximum stain intensity), and the

percentage of cells that are in the chosen threshold interval

(i.e., cells that are mapped to an intermediate stain brightness),

aiding a user in the appropriate choice of these thresholds.

Colors in the various views are updated immediately after

changing the minimum or maximum value of a gene, allowing

interactive validation of the effects and appropriateness of the

values.

Great care must be taken in using this thresholding strategy.

The gene expression data in PointCloud files is measured data

and as such is subject to noise. Moreover, since all gene

expression is normalized from zero to one hundred, regardless

of the actual expression levels, expression patterns with lower

intensities are obscured with higher levels of noise. Slight

biases in attenuation correction are also likely to influence

the detectability, symmetry and shape of the patterns (for

further discussion, see Luengo Hendriks et al. [2]). Thresh-

olding can be used to reduce noise by, for example, setting

a weak background staining to zero, making the strong gene

expression pattern clearer, see Figs 5(a) and 5(b). This strategy

is most useful when multiple genes are being displayed as the

cumulative effect of several backgrounds can confuse the view.

However, it is frequently not clear what part of PointCloud

data is noise and what is signal. The user must be aware that

key biological information can be obscured by thresholding.

Yet, thresholding can be helpful in enhancing the view of some

“real” features of an expression pattern even if other significant

features are at the same time obscured. Extreme thresholding

can be used to emphasize certain expression properties. For

example, when the maximum threshold is set very low, we

see that the inter-stripe expression levels of even-skipped (eve)
are actually typically higher than eve expression levels on the

anterior and posterior of the embryo (Fig. 5(d)), which is not

detectable in a normal view (Fig. 5(c)).

Gene Expression Surfaces

In addition to providing an overview of the entire embryo,

projecting the embryo to a plane has the advantage of freeing

one dimension up for displaying additional information. In

PCX, this “free” dimension can be used to display gene expres-

sion values as surface plots, which we term Gene Expression
Surfaces [4], that allow easier quantitative analysis of gene

expression data. Individual Expression Surfaces display data

for one gene over either the Orthographic or the Unrolled

Views. The xy-positions of Expression Surface points are

determined by the positions of cells in the underlying views,

whereas the height of an Expression Surface is determined by

the expression values measured for the gene it represents.

For example, Fig. 6(a) shows the quantitative expression

levels of the mRNA expression pattern of the transcrip-

tion factor eve. Though this gene is usually treated as an

anterior-posterior patterning gene, the use of an expression

surface clearly demonstrates how its expression level also

changes along the dorsal/ventral axis, suggesting interaction

between anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral patterning sys-

tems. Though this phenomenon can be computationally de-

tected from raw PointCloud datasets [2], [5], using PCX is

faster and easier, especially since most biologists lack suffi-

cient programming skills for independent spatial expression

analyses.

Note that the height mapping of Expression Surfaces is

defined consistently with the color mapping used on the model

of the embryo, i.e., the minimum and maximum gene threshold

values described above are also applied here. Thus, Expression

Surfaces provide an additional way for assessing the use of

threshold values. Moreover, a variety of options are provided

to improve the view, including different coloring strategies and

changing Expression Surface transparency or intensity values.

An Expression Surface can, for example, be of the same color

as the gene in the 2D plot, but have an intensity that varies

with gene expression levels to allow comparison of expression

patterns using both color and height in parallel. Multiple

surfaces allow users to compare the quantitative relationship

between genes, e.g., Fig. 6(b) shows the quantitative relation-

ship between mRNA expression patterns of the transcription

factors ftz (green) and eve (orange) illustrating that these

genes do not only exhibit excluding alternating patterns along

the A/P body axis but also that variations of these two patterns

along the D/V-axis are significantly different [2].

V. ABSTRACT VIEWS

To explore relationships between gene expression indepen-

dently of their spatial context, we use information visualization

techniques in gene expression space. This is particularly useful

for characterizing regulatory relationships between genes. We

describe two Abstract Views in gene expression space: Scatter

Plots and the Cell Magnifier.

2D/3D Scatter Plots

Scatter Plots, see Fig. 7, are conceptually the simplest way

to visualize relationships in gene expression space. Three

genes are selected and mapped to the three axes of a Cartesian

coordinate system where each axis represents one gene’s

expression level ranging from no expression at the origin

to maximum relative expression. Each cell in the embryo is

represented by a single point in the 3D scatter plot with the

point location specified by the relative gene expression levels.

To better distinguish separate points and to estimate their

location, we use colors, halos, and alpha blending [10], [11].

To enhance the depth perception of points we decrease their

brightness as their distance to the viewer increases. (We only

adjust point color brightness since the actual point color is
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. Using histograms that show the number of cells expressing a gene as a function of the expression levels makes it possible for a user to choose
different cutoff values to allow aspects of the data to be better shown. (a) and (b) illustrate this concept by thresholding hunchback (hb) to reduce background
noise. (c) and (d) use an extremely low maximum threshold for even-skipped (eve) (d) to illustrate that the inter-stripe expression levels of eve are typically
higher than its expression levels on the anterior and posterior of the embryo.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Gene Expression Surfaces show quantitative gene expression levels. In (a) one surface shows expression levels for eve (orange). In (b), an additional
surface shows expressions levels for ftz (green). The direction of the anterior/posterior (AP) axis and the dorsal/ventral (DV) circumference are shown.

Fig. 7. Scatter Plots show the relationship between up to three genes’
expression levels.

used to convey additional information during Cell Selection,

see Section VI.) Drawing a disc around each point (a “halo”)

makes it possible to better distinguish points in dense regions

where it is otherwise difficult to discern individual points.

Points are also partially transparent, i.e., points in the back-

ground “shine through” points on the front.

Fig. 7 shows the basic layout of our 3D Scatter Plots. The

3D Scatter Plot (lower-right panel) is augmented with a set of

2D Scatter Plots that show expression relationships between

the three possible pairs of genes in the 3D plot. The 2D plots

provide a “standard” view on the data, while the viewpoint for

the 3D Scatter Plot is chosen by rotating the plot. Furthermore,

the 2D Scatter Plots facilitate Cell Selection, see Section VI.

Looking at Scatter Plots of expression levels alone can

reveal information about relationships between genes’ expres-

sion. For example, Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between

ftz, eve and tailless (tll). The lower-left panel shows the anti-

correlation between ftz and eve that express in alternating
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Fig. 8. The cell magnifier supports comparison of multiple genes’ expression
levels within a single cell.

stripes. However, the Scatter Plot in that panel also shows

that cells exist that express neither ftz nor eve strongly. By

consulting the 2D Scatter Plots corresponding to the other gene

combinations eve/tll (upper-left panel) and ftz/tll (upper-right

panel), it becomes obvious that cells expressing high levels

of tll usually do not express ftz or eve. The 3D Scatter Plot

View, which shows the relationship between all three genes

clearly, demonstrates that cells with high tll levels usually do

not express either ftz or eve strongly. This is consistent with

the fact that high tll expression occurs at the anterior and

posterior ends of the embryo away from ftz and eve stripes,

see Figs. 1 and 4. The view further shows that not all cells

that express neither ftz nor eve express tll either.

Cell Magnifier

Unlike the other Physical and Abstract Views currently

available in PCX, the Cell Magnifier (Fig. 8, right panel)

concentrates not on comparing gene expression values in

different cells but on comparing expression values in just one

cell. Gene expression values are visualized using a bar graph

with one bar for each gene, colored according to the user

defined stain colors. Since exact expression values can only

be roughly estimated from bar size, the exact measured gene

expression value is also displayed beside each bar. The cell

to be displayed in the Cell Magnifier can be selected in any

Physical View and is highlighted by graying it out (arrowed

in Fig. 8, left panel). The Cell Magnifier in the right panel of

Fig. 8 shows the gene expression profile of a cell in the most

anterior eve stripe.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Cell Selection and Linking allow a user to relate different views to
each other. For example, it is possible to select a subset of cells based on
expression levels of three genes, such as eve, ftz and hb in a Scatter Plot
View (a) while highlighting the same cells in a Physical View, such as the
Unrolled View (b) to show their spatial distribution.

VI. CELL SELECTION AND LINKING

All of the Physical and Abstract Views that we have

described are useful in their own right and can be used

individually to mine data sets for new information. However,

it is often desirable to correlate information shown in different

views. For example, when looking at a Scatter Plot View of

eve, ftz and hunchback (hb), one might be interested in cells

with high hb and medium ftz expression and ask where on

the embryo these cells are located (Fig. 9).

Cell Selection and linking provide effective means to per-

form queries of this type. Cell Selections, highlighted in user

specified hues, can be performed in any View. Linking can

connect any kinds of views for displaying different aspects of

this information. For example, Fig. 9 illustrates how a user

can select a rectangular box in the 3D Scatter Plot defining a
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Cell Selection in the embryo view. In the embryo view it is possible
to “paint” the three hb domains, assign them to three distinct Cell Selectors
and show them in three distinct colors. By linking these selections to a Scatter
Plot view (here showing ftz, slp1 and tll ) a user can determine how these
genes are expressed differently within the individual domains.

minimum and maximum threshold for each of the genes hb,

eve, and ftz. Since moving a box in a 3D scatter plot with a

2D input device such as a mouse can be difficult, PCX also

shows the projection of this box as a rectangle in each 2D

Scatter Plot where it is easier to move or resize the region of

selected cells.

By linking the selection in the Scatter Plot to a Physical

View, such as the Unrolled View in Fig. 9(b), a user can relate

the abstract expression level relationships to physical patterns

of cells in the embryo. In Fig. 9(a), the selected cells in a

Scatter Plot (high hb and medium ftz) are highlighted and

colored in blue, and this selection is transferred to the Unrolled

View in Fig. 9(b). All views are updated simultaneously during

the selection process, allowing a user to follow the changes in

the pattern of selected cells during the selection process. We

note that showing selected cells in a Physical View adds a new

simulated stain corresponding to a binary expression pattern.

The final color of a cell is obtained by mixing this “selection

stain” with all other “active stains”. Because of this mixing,

it is possible that cells in the same selection have different

colors in the Scatter Plot View and a linked Physical View.

Cell Selection is also possible in Physical and other Abstract

Views. In Physical Views, selection is performed by “painting”

patterns on the embryo. For example, in Fig. 10 the three

domains of higher hb expression have been assigned to three

different Cell Selectors shown in red (anterior domain), green

(center domain) and blue (posterior domain) in a 3D View.

By linking a Scatter Plot View (Fig. 10(b)) to the 3D View it

becomes possible to emphasize different expression behavior

within the domains. The Scatter Plot in the right panel shows

this difference for the genes ftz, slp1, and tll. For example, it

becomes apparent that the anterior domain (red) has generally

a higher expression of slp1 than the other two domains.

Furthermore, when considering this three-gene combination,

the three peaks of hb RNA expression seem to separate in the

Scatter Plot.
However, painting large numbers of cells manually on

the embryo can be rather time-consuming and subjective. If

higher accuracy and speed is desired, one can examine cells

by thresholding or by means of the cell magnifier and add

only those cells with expression levels in a certain range.

To automate this process, PCX provides Seed Cell Selection,

which employs a cell selected using the Cell Magnifier, see

Fig. 11 (left panel). The user then selects one or more genes

whose expression level(s) should be considered in defining

the region of the embryo (Fig. 11, middle panel). Seed cell

selection then uses a flood fill method [15] to identify all cells

in a contiguous region whose expression levels lie within the

specified expression range(s), as in Fig. 11.

VII. COMBINING CELL SELECTORS INTO COMPLEX

QUERIES

All views available in PCX are linked via a central Cell
Selector Management System. Cell Selectors of any kind can

be accessed here in a unified way and common Cell Selector

properties, such as color, can be defined. Furthermore, the

central Cell Selector management window allows one not only

to perform basic management operations, but also supports

combining Cell Selectors using logic operations, such as AND,

OR, and NOT. Thus, for example, Cell Selectors defined in

a Scatter Plot (DATA Cell Selectors) can be combined with

Cell Selectors defined by drawing on the embryo or via seed

cell selection (POSITION Cell Selectors), making it possible

to define higher-order cell selections within gene expression

space.
Logical Cell Selectors are a subset of Cell Selectors that

are not manually defined by the user, but are computed by a

logical operator using other Cell Selectors as input. The NOT

operator, for example, inverts the selection defined by another

Cell Selector, i.e., it selects all cells which are not selected

by the given Cell Selector. The AND and the OR operations

take the selection defined by two Cell Selectors as input. OR

combines both selections by computing the union of two Cell

Selectors, i.e., it selects all cells that are selected by the first

or the second Cell Selector. The AND operator computes the

intersection of two Cell Selectors, i.e., it selects only those

cells that are selected by both the first and the second cell

selector. Since logical operators create new (Logical) Cell

Selectors it is not only possible to display results of Cell

Selector combinations in any view but also to use Logical

Cell Selectors as inputs to other logical operations and form

complex queries.
Fig. 13 shows an example of Cell Selector combinations. In

general, the genes giant (gt), hb, and Krüppel (Kr) are accepted
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Fig. 11. Using seed Cell Selection to select all cells belonging to a ftz stripe.

as regulators of the second stripe of the eve expression pattern

from the anterior to the posterior of the embryo. To illustrate

this relationship using PCX, we first classify the expression

patterns of these three genes by creating an individual Cell

Selector for each gene by defining a range of gene expression

using a Scatter Plot and linked Unrolled View. For example,

we can define a threshold for gt in a Scatter Plot and validate

this selection interactively by comparing the spatial pattern

defined by the selection with the gt expression pattern using

an expression surface (as illustrated in Fig. 14). Genes Kr and

gt are both known to be repressors while hb is an activator

of eve stripe two [16], [17]. Therefore, as a demostration

of Cell Selector function, we first create Data Cell Selectors

by using suitable thresholds. Then, we invert the expression

patterns of Kr and gt using NOT operations. Afterwards, the

hb -Cell Selector and the Logical Cell Selectors that define

the inverted patterns of Kr and gt are combined using a

sequence of AND operations to compute the intersection of

these three patterns (colored green in Fig. 13). Finally, the

inverted pattern of tailless (tll) is added to the model using an

additional AND operation. The spatial pattern resulting from

this selection is then compared to the eve expression pattern

(colored red in Fig. 13), which has also been classified by a

Data Cell Selector via manual thresholding in a Scatter Plot

(Fig. 13, left). The resulting overlay shows that the second

eve expression stripe coincides well with a defined stripe-

like region (yellow region in Fig. 13) formed by the complex

Logical Cell Selector described above, consistent with the view

that hb, Kr, and gt regulate eve stripe 2. For eve stripe 7

only the anterior border of the stripe follows the border of

another stripe-like region formed by the described selection

defined by hb, Kr, and gt. This observation may be interpreted

as an indication that hb, Kr, and/or gt are also involved

in regulation of eve stripe 7 but that additional regulatory

factors are needed for a complete definition of this stripe. By

adding suitably thresholded tailless (tll ) expression as a NOT-

selector, we get an approximation of the posterior border of eve

stripe 7. However, it should be remembered that coexpression

does not necessarily imply positive regulatory interaction, nor

anticorrelation a negative regulatory interaction (for example,

high levels of hb are actually known to repress stripe 7), and

that these types of observations must be corroborated by ex-

periments. However, by facilitating exploration of these types

of correlations, PCX is useful not only for directing in vivo
experimentation, but also for directing simulation experiments,

where the expression analyses in PCX can additionally be used

for validating simulation results. This example demonstrates

that it is possible to define and represent complex queries by a

simple tree structure. Cell Selectors defined by the user always

appear as leaf nodes of such a tree since they do not rely on the

input of other Cell Selectors, whereas Logical Cell Selectors

are always inner nodes of a Cell Selector tree. Moreover, visual

validation of selection results is facilitated when first treating

different genes independently before defining more complex

cell queries.

VIII. FURTHER BIOLOGICAL EXAMPLES

PCX has been received very positively by the BDTNP

biologists. Physical Views alone can be used for visualizing

any combination of recorded expression patterns from the

project’s expression atlas (unpublished data), saving time and

effort when embryos need not to be experimentally stained.

Likewise, rotation and panning, as well as the Unrolled View

are very helpful in gaining insights of the whole pattern,

which is more difficult when observing the embryos under

microscope. Viewing expression levels as surface plots helps

in rapid and accurate detection of the quantitative relationships

between individual genes as shown in Fig. 6. Because the

amount of the expression data is increasing, PCX will similarly

become a more important tool for data mining.

The combination with abstract views like 2D/3D Scatter

Plots and Cell Magnifier helps in more rigorous selection of

studied expression values, whereas the use of Cell Selectors

in spatial views limits the data set into specific parts of the
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Selecting a portion
of the eve pattern
directly based on
eve expression
using Cell Magnifier

Selecting a portion
of the eve pattern
indirectly using
patterns of known
regulators

Fig. 12. Using Physical Views and Cell Magnifier to examine regulatory relationships for eve stripe 2.

embryo. For example, the upper panel of Fig. 12 shows the use

of Cell Magnifier and Seed Cell Selection to select a single

eve stripe for further analyses. The bottom panel shows the

inverse; by selecting three known regulators of eve, gt, hb
and Kr (bottom left panel), we can more or less reproduce the

selected eve stripe, as shown in the right panel. Importantly for

biologists, the same method can be used for identifying novel

interactions between genes with interesting spatial patterns or

scatter plot correlations. Using PCX to first identify canditate

genes for later experimental validation will often be much

cheaper than the traditional methods for selecting canditate

genes, such as mutagenesis screens or by staining for co-

expression for each gene pair, although there are cases when

the older methods are more useful.

Interestingly, the same results can be obtained in multiple

ways, to suit the questions of the biologists using the tools. In

Fig. 13 we see that eve stripe 2 can be detected also using the

whole embryo expression data with help of logical operators.

However, when we do not limit the spatial data set, we often

see additional details. In this case, the logical combination of

gt, hb and Kr expression also follow the anterior border of eve
stripe 7. While regulation of eve stripe 2 is often understood

to be separate from eve stripe 7 regulation, actually there

is some evidence that stripe 7 regulatiory region is partially

connected to stripe 2 regulatory region [17]. In this case, it

makes sense that both stripes also correlate similarly with

the expression of stripe 2 transcriptional regulators. Moreover,

when we add tll expression to the equation, we obtain the

posterior border of stripe 7, in line with earlier 1D simulation

results [17]. Notably, normal tll expression has been exper-

imentally shown to upregulate the commonly cited minimal

regulator of eve stripe 7, perhaps because of indirect effects,

e.g., by inhibition of inhibitors of eve stripe 7 in this minimal

regulator. This shows that though computational analysis of

data can reveal interesting correlations that might be indicative

of novel biological interactions, data mining results should be

validated with real experiments. However, PCX is a useful

data mining tool, not only for directing the expensive in vivo
experimentation, but also for directing simulation experiments,

where the expression analyses in PCX can additionally be used

for validating the simulation results.

IX. USER INTERFACE

An important consideration during the development of PCX

was to keep the graphical user interface (GUI) as simple as

possible without limiting its power. We incorporated many

rounds of feedback from the biologists who are end-users

of our system, in order to provide fast and easy access to

all views and system controls. Fig. 14 shows a snapshot of

the GUI of PCX. The main window is split into two main

areas: The left part contains all Physical Views of the embryo

(for example, Expression Surfaces over an Unrolled View in

Fig. 14) and the right part all Abstract Views as well as

additional user controls (for example, a Scatter Plot View in

Fig. 14). These two parts of the window can be resized within

the main window by moving a central split bar, allowing the

Physical- or Abstract Views to occupy as much screen space as

desired by a user. Controls and Abstract Views in the right part

are arranged in a series of detachable tabs such that a user can

switch between different abstract views or detach them from

the main window and show them side-by-side. The Scatter Plot

View can hold several sub-tabs corresponding to active Cell

Selectors. It always holds a so-called “Master” Scatter Plot tab

(leftmost tab in Scatter Plot View), which is used to choose
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Fig. 13. Using logical operations to examine regulatory relationships for eve stripe 2 and 7. The expression patterns of giant (gt), hunchback (hb), Krüppel
(Kr), and tailless (tll) are first classified by defining an independent Cell Selector in Scatter Plots (DATA cell selector) for each gene. Subsequently, the Cell
Selectors defining the gt, Kr, and tll patterns are inverted using a NOT operation. Afterwards these Logical Cell Selectors as well the Cell Selector defining
the hb pattern are combined using a sequence of AND operations. In this way the overlap of the hb expression pattern, and the inverted gt, Kr, and tll
expression patterns can be determined. The result (green) is compared to the eve expression pattern (red) identified by another DATA Cell Selector.

Fig. 14. The GUI of PCX. The window is split into two major parts. The left part contains all Physical Views while all other views, as well as additional
user controls, are arranged in detachable tabs in the right part of the window. In the Scatter Plot tab one can also create additional sub-tabs each containing
one scatter plot. Each of these additional Scatter Plots is responsible for editing one specific Cell Selector.
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gene combinations for creating new Cell Selectors. Each newly

created Cell Selector shows up as a separate tab. For example,

Fig. 14 shows four tabs for cell selectors named “gt-high”,

“hb-high”, “Kr-high”, and “eve-high”. This strategy has the

advantage that it is simple to switch between editing different

Cell Selectors (and associated Scatter Plots). To change a Cell

Selector, the user simply selects the corresponding tab and

does not have to worry about selecting the correct combination

of genes in order to edit a cell selector. As described in

Section V in each Scatter Plot tab three 2D- and one 3D

scatter-plot are shown. These plots are separated by moveable

split-bar allowing the user to define how much screen-space

should be occupied by the different plots.

X. IMPLEMENTATION

PCX is an interactive exploration tool. Views of the em-

bryo are rendered interactively and all interactions that we

described take, at most, a fraction of a second to complete.

We implemented PCX as C++ stand-alone application us-

ing Trolltech’s Qt 4.2 library (http://www.trolltech.
com/) and OpenGL (http://www.opengl.org/) as

cross-platform widget and graphics libraries. We have

compiled and run PCX successfully on Linux, MacOS

X and Windows machines. PCX is currently available

from the BDTNP’s web page http://bdtnp.lbl.gov/
Fly-Net/bioimaging.jsp?w=pcx as a means to view

the project’s release data set. Currently there are 1200 point-

clouds of individual embryos available online for browsing.

XI. EXTENSIONS

Scatter Plots are limited in so far that only three genes can

be displayed at once. While it is possible to show expression

relationships between more than three genes by linking two

or more scatter plots, there are other methods for visualizing

high-dimensional expression space. Parallel Coordinates are

commonly used for that purpose and we have integrated them

into PCX. Further details can be found in another paper [4].

XII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The combination of several views for visualizing 3D gene

expression information has proven to be a valuable tool to

members of the BDTNP in finding new relationships in 3D

gene expression data. We have released a version of this tool

that implements all views discussed in this paper as part of

the first data release of the project, allowing biologists from

other groups to explore published PointCloud data. As the

BDTNP collects PointCloud data for many more genes, several

additional challenges will arise that we plan to address. One of

these challenges is mapping an even larger number of genes to

colors. We are also working on integrating Parallel Coordinate

Views into the publicly released version.

Scatter Plots and Parallel Coordinates should allow the

relationship between 20-30 genes to be examined. In the future

however, we anticipate the need to examine several hundred

genes at once in Virtual PointClouds. We hope to address this

challenge by combining our visualization tool with automated

data analysis methods, such as clustering or self-organizing

maps to reduce dimensionality of data sets and define new

methods of mapping gene expression level combinations to

colors.
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